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Magnetic-field induced orientation and anisotropic susceptibility of normal alkanes
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~Received 15 December 1997!

Nonfunctionalizedn-alkanes, a basic organic building block, are not commonly associated with magnetic
behavior. To quantify magnetic field effects on wax crystals, synchrotron x-ray scattering was used to measure
the angular distribution arising from competition between Brownian rotation and magnetic energy in a disper-
sion of uniform-sizedn-alkane single crystals. Dramatic alignment of both axes occurred with a preference of

the carbon-backbone plane to be' to HW . Diamagnetic anisotropies were obtained by quantitative analysis of
the orientational distribution.@S1063-651X~98!50106-7#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 61.43.2j, 61.66.Hq
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Normal alkanes, CH3-~CH2!n22-CH3, (Cn), are among
the most basic organic molecules and are building block
many other materials including lipids, surfactants, and po
mers, and are themselves the main component of petrol
waxes. Many physical properties of the derivative molecu
are dominated by those of the alkyl chains. While the pr
erties of alkanes have been known for a long time@1–3# new
and unexpected phenomena with respect to structural
thermodynamic properties of the bulk and surface conti
to be discovered@4–8#. The fundamental importance of th
alkanes makes the detailed characterization and unders
ing of their behavior a priority.

Functionalized molecules with alkyl chains can often
aligned using magnetic fields. This is especially true for l
uid crystals, whose diamagnetic anisotropy is usua
strongly dominated by the aromatic rings@9#. Magnetic fields
are, however, also used to align phospholipids@10–12#
where the alkyl chains play a more significant role. The
teraction of the magnetic fields with alkane crystals the
selves is also of current interest in the petroleum indus
where suggestions that ‘‘magnetic conditioning’’ can cont
wax deposition problems abound@13#.

While often extremely weak, diamagnetism exists in
materials and will be dominant when ferro- and param
netic effects are absent. The average diamagnetic susc
bility for liquid —CH2— chains was determined to be2x
56.431027, in dimensionless units@14#. We will hereafter
drop the minus sign since we will exclusively be consider
diamagnetic phenomena. Structurally anisotropic molecu
will also be diamagnetically anisotropic. It is an anisotro
of the susceptibility that will be responsible for orientin
materials in the field. Diamagnetic anisotropy will typical
not be sufficient for orienting individual molecules in th
liquid phase since the magnetic energy would have to
;kBT/molecule, which cannot be easily obtained. An e
tremely small perturbation to random orientation can
measured through coupling with optical anisotropy~Cotton-
Mouton effect!, thus providing information on the diamag
netic anisotropy in the liquid phase, and together with ot
techniques, have been used to compute bond anisotro
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@15–17#. Magnetic orientation can be dramatically enhanc
by cooperative alignment of molecules as occurs in nem
liquid crystals, lamellar membranes, or crystalline pha
@9#.

At temperatures (T) below melting, alkanes undergo
number of solid-solid transitions through a series of rota
phases@4–7#, which lack long-range order with respect
the rotation of the molecule about its long axis. These pha
are characterized by largeT-dependent strains which mak
them particularly interesting but require that properties
measurable as a function ofT. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
obtain large single crystals which maintain their perfecti
through the large structural changes. Classic measurem
of diamagnetic anisotropies involved measuring the torsio
vibrations on a macroscopically large single crystal in a m
netic field @18#. While other organic chain molecules hav
been studied@11,12,18# the problem of producing suffi-
ciently large perfect single crystals of then-alkanes pre-
vented their measurement.

In this work, we employ monodispersen-alkane droplets
@19# suspended in water, which form a dispersion
uniform-sized single-domain crystals when cooled. Beca
the particles undergo freely rotating motion, the orientatio
distribution is determined by a balance between random
tation and the orienting force of the magnetic field@11#. We
measure the orientational distribution using synchrotron
ray scattering which lets us quantify the anisotropic diam
netic susceptibilities. The crystals exhibit alignment bo
along and normal to the chain axis and we show that
plane of the carbon-carbon bonds tend to orient' to the
field.

The synchrotron x-ray experiments were carried out at
National Sychrotron Light Source~NSLS! on Exxon’s beam-
line X10A. The magnetic fieldHW was applied horizontally,'
to the direction of the incident x rays. The incident x-ra
beam was defined by a pair of Ge~111! crystals (l
51.240 Å) and slits, giving a spot size at the sample
0.5 mm ~vertical!31 mm ~horizontal!. The accessible rang
in scattering-vectorq was controlled by adjusting the dis
tance between the sample and the Mar image plate area
tector. The magnet cell@20# contains a pair of small perma
nent magnets that generate a uniform magnetic field betw
the pole pieces. The field could be varied up to 19 000 G
adjusting the gap and/or changing pole pieces. The sam
ic
R6265 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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was contained in a 2-mm-diam quartz capillary inserted i
a temperature controlled copper tube, which has small K
ton covered holes through which x rays can pass.

Highly monodisperse samples were obtained by prepa
oil in water emulsions of the liquidn-alkanes and the surfac
tant sodium dodecyl sulfate and then separating by dro
size using a repeated fractionation technique@19#. The SDS
concentration in the H2O phase was 0.01 M, and the volum
fraction of alkane was 15%. C16 and C17 were obtained from
Sigma Chemical. The droplet size distributions were m
sured by dynamic light scattering~DLS! @21# giving polydis-
persities of,10%. Due to the small size of the droplets, t
alkanes crystallize through homogeneous nucleation w
cooled ;15 °C below the melting temperature, with ea
droplet forming a single crystal@3#. Once crystallized, the
crystal structures are the same as the bulk alkane sam
showing that SDS and H2O do not enter and modify the
crystal.

Our most detailed measurements were on a C16:C17 50:50
mixture at 10 °C. The mixture melts atTm519 °C and has a
RI rotator phase extending down to26 °C where it trans-
forms to an orthorhombic crystal. This rotator phase is a
crystal with the molecules oriented normal to the layers a
packed in an orthorhombic structure, with local herringbo
order of the carbon backbone planes resembling that of
lower temperature orthorhombic crystal@5,7#. Figure 1~a! is
the scattering pattern in the absence of a magnetic field
the low-q range covering the 001 reflection atq
50.2719 Å21 from the layer spacingd52p/q523.1 Å. It
shows a ring with uniform angular distribution since t
crystalline droplets freely rotate like Brownian particles.
dramatic alignment of the layer normal is shown in Fig. 1~b!,
where upon application of the magnetic fieldHW , the scatter-
ing intensity concentrates aroundu590° with respect to the
field. Since the field only breaks symmetry in one directio
there can be no orientation with respect to rotation of
sample about the horizontal axis. The azimuthal width of
peak, which depends on the volume of the crystal (V), re-
flects the ratio of the magnetic to the thermal energy. T
magnetic energy of a single crystal isE5VHW •xW •HW /2
5VH2(xccos2u1xbsin2u cos2f1xasin2u sin2f)/2 where
xa,xb,xc are the three dimensionless principal diama
netic susceptibilities,u is the angle betweenHW and thexc
axis ~which is along the molecular chain!, andf is the angle
of rotation about that axis~with f[0 whenxb is alongHW !.
Thesex are defined to be positive, since we are exclusiv
considering diamagnetic phenomena. In thermal equilibriu
the orientational distribution probability can be written as

P~u!}exp~2E/kBT!}exp~2VH2Dx cos2u/2kBT!

3exp~2VH2Dx8sin2u cos 2f/4kBT!.

There are two orientation dependent terms, the first aris
from the longitudinal anisotropy (Dx[xc2(xa1xb)/2) and
the second from the transverse anisotropy (Dx8[xb2xa).
The scattering intensity distribution of the lamellar~001! re-
flectionsI (u)}P(u). Thus forHW 50, P(u) will be flat and
will develop a 180° modulation for finiteHW , becoming
strongly peaked atu5690° when VH2Dx/2kBT@1 as
shown in Fig. 2~a!. From the 001 intensity distribution w
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can thus determineDx, and from the high-q reflections we
can determineDx8.

P(u) is predicted above to depend onV and uHW u in a
particular way. To verify this, we prepared samples of t
C16:C17 mixture with three diameters~0.64, 0.71, and 0.95
m, each with,10% polydispersity! and measuredI (u) for
fields varying from 800 to 12 000 G. The kinetic response
changing the field was faster than our 5 min time betwe
data acquisitions and the orientation was reversible on red
tion of the field. We fit theI (u) data to the above form, with
an additional integral accounting for the polydispersity of t
size, and obtained excellent agreement, as shown in
2~a!. I (u) was found to be the same for higher harmonics
the 001 reflection, as expected. In Fig. 2~b! we show the
fitted parameters[V̄H2Dx/2kBT plotted vsV̄H2. All data
fall on a straight line with a slope of unity showing th

FIG. 1. Two-dimensional scattering patterns for the lowq range
(0.01<uqu<0.29 Å21) showing the 001 reflection for 0.95m diam-
eter colloids of C16:C17 at 10 °C for~a! H50 and~b! H5104 G.
The uniform ring dramatically sharpens in the field.~c! Wide angle
(0.1<uqu<1.9 Å21) pattern atH519 000 G. The scattering inten
sity shows a distorted six fold symmetry reflecting the in-pla
molecular packing typical of theRI phase. The six high angle re
flections are oriented such that the doubly degenerate higherq re-
flection is oriented along the field while the fourfold degener
reflections are spaced at;60°. A series of oriented 001 reflection
can also be observed.~d! Wide angle scattering pattern of the C16

triclinic structure at 10 °C,H512 000 G with 0.95mm colloids.
The 001 reflections are split off axis.~e! Schematic showing the
local packing and orientation of the backbone with respect to
magnetic field in theRI orthorhombic rotator phase (v.45°) and
in the triclinic crystal phase.
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scaling of the alignment with field and particle size acco
ing to the above relations, which should hold for any non
teracting diamagnetic microcrystal dispersion. From the
ted s we determineDx5(4.961.4)31028 @22#. This is
about 40% less than the value for infinite perfectly pack
chains obtained from reported bond anisotropies@17#. TheT
dependence ofDx in the RI phase measured between 3
and 14 °C was (1/Dx)d(Dx)/dT520.01 °C21.

In Fig. 1~c! we show the scattering pattern for the highq
range of the orthorhombicRI phase at high field. Multiple
harmonics of the 001 reflection are aligned atu590°. The
in-plane reflections associated with the orthorhombic str
ture are also aligned, albeit not as sharply as the 001 pe

FIG. 2. ~a! Circular scans extracted from the 2D data at the 0
peak position (q50.2719 Å21), for the 0.95mm diam sample of
C16:C17 at 10 °C at fields of 800, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000, 80
and 12 000 G. Background has been subtracted and the intensit
u590° have been normalized to unity for ease of presentation.
solid lines are fits to the form in the text forP(u), with a Gaussian
convolution for the polydispersity in size.~b! A logarithmic plot of
the fitted parameter representing the inverse peak widths
5V̄H2Dx/2kBT vs VH2, measured for several fields between 8
and 12 000 G on C16:C17 with three diameters~0.95, 0.71, 0.64m!.
All data fall nearly on the same straight line with a slope of uni
~c! Circular scans of the high angle peaks at 10 °C,H519 000 G
and fits to the form described in the text.~circles! C16:C17, 0.95m
at q51.49 Å21. Peaks are atf556° and 124° and this fit yields
Dx850.2831028. ~dots! C16, 0.95m at q51.753 Å21. Peaks are
at f538° and 142° and the fit yieldsDx851.531028.
-
-
t-

d

-
ks.

The peak atq'1.65 Å21 is located atf50° and the peaks
at q'1.49 Å21 are located nearly 60° apart. Since the 2
diffraction pattern is a powder with respect to rotation abo

the direction ofHW , u and f are mapped onto the same 2
image. This results in an in-plane structure oriented such
the direction of lattice compression is along the magne
field, as shown schematically in Fig. 1~e!. Using the above
equation the shape of the in-plane peaks gives usDx8. Due

to the powder average aboutHW , there is a nearly singula
geometrical enhancement of scattering atf50 (;sin21f)
necessitating the use of the off-axis reflections for analy
A fit to the distribution of theq51.49 Å21 peak is shown in
Fig. 2~c!. Data for various fields and sizes yieldDx85(2
61)31029 or Dx8/Dx50.04. SinceDx8 is small, it must
be extracted from the amplitude of oscillation as opposed
the peak width, and is thus very sensitive to the backgro
level, causing the large uncertainty. TheT dependence in the
RI phase is (1/Dx8)d(Dx8)/dT520.04 °C21.

Pure C16 crystallizes into a triclinic structure, where th
molecules are tilted by 19.4° and their backbone planes
packed in ai configuration@23#. This is a more geometrically
complicated situation because of the tilt, since orientation
the molecular long axis' to HW allows the 001 scattering to
be anywhere in a 40° wide region centered atu590°. The
001 peak is only further sharpened by the orientation of
in-plane directions. The diffraction pattern for a magnetica
oriented C16 sample is shown in Fig. 1~d!. The 001 reflec-
tions at multiples ofq50.305 Å21 are oriented symmetri-
cally off-axis by '19°. The strongest in-plane reflection
are atq51.374 Å21, f585°; q51.658 Å21, f58.5°; and
q51.753 Å21, f537.7°, indexable respectively as 01
100, and 111. Comparing this to the crystal structure@23#
shown in Fig. 1~e!, we find that the magnetic alignmen
places the plane containing the carbon atoms' to HW . The
shape of theq51.753 Å21 peak is shown in Fig. 2~c! and
fitting various fields and sizes yieldsDx85(1.260.4)
31028. ComparingDx8 in the two phases we see that in th
triclinic it is 662 times larger than in the orthorhombicRI .

In the orthorhombic packing shown in Fig. 1~e!, the back-
bone planes are noti, however, they are not exactly' to
each other. The setting angle of the carbon backbone p
as determined from previous crystallographic investigatio
is .45° @2#. Thus, the orientation observed here@Fig. 1~c!#,
as in the triclinic@Fig. 1~d!#, shows that the plane containin
the carbon atoms tends to orient' to HW . Since the diamag-
netic interaction tends to align the greatest susceptibilitie'

to HW , the direction with the lowestx will align along HW . In
the case of the alkanes, the greatestx is along the chain axis
and we have shown here that the lowest is' to the plane that
contains the carbon atoms. Approximating that the diam
netic anisotropy can be obtained by summing the aniso
pies of the individual bonds@16,17# ~here C-C and C-H!, for
an elongated saturated hydrocarbon chain one will obtain
largest susceptibility along the chain axis and the weakes'

to the C-C plane, withDx852Dx/3. This is qualitatively
consistent with our observations; however, ifDx for C16 is
comparable to that in the rotator phase, thenDx8/Dx
50.24, which is! 2

3 . Clearly the nature of the inter- an
intramolecular disorder in the crystal phases can be resp
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sible for modifying these values. It is however also possi
that the packing of these molecules in a three-dimension
anisotropic crystalline lattice causes additional perturba
to the electron orbitals which could modify the diamagne
anisotropies from those expected by summing the aniso
pies of independent molecules in the all-trans configurat
Such determinations will require more detailed measu
ments as a function of chain-length andT.

The strong decreasingDx8 with increasingT in the rota-
tor phase can be attributed to the strong decrease of the
tice distortion approaching a hexagonal structure@5#. The
existence of in-plane anisotropy shows that while the rota
phases lack long-range rotational order, they have well
fined rotational potential minima with respect to the latti
directions. The~more slowly! decreasingDx with increasing
T is consistent with the picture of the rotator phases wh
near-chain-end gauche bonds proliferate with increasinT
@6#.

In summary, we have determined the alignment of p
and mixed unfunctionalizedn-alkane crystals in a magneti
field. We have quantified the orientational distribution
terms of competition with Brownian rotational motion show
ing scaling with field and crystal size, measuring both
longitudinal and transverse anisotropies. We have shown
ss
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e
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the long axis of the molecule always aligns' to the field and
the carbon backbone plane tends to be' to the field. The
anisotropy is such that only a 2000 G field is required
orient 1m3 crystals such that 75% of the layer norma
would be within 30° of' to HW at any given time. This
corresponds to a nematic order-parameter@9# s[(3^cos2u&
21)/2520.22, wheres520.5 is full antinematic order.
While this work does not purport to verify claims of, o
suggest a specific mechanism for ‘‘magnetic conditionin
to prevent wax deposition problems, it provides a need
scientific basis for discussion of magnetic interactions w
wax crystals@13#. Our technique can be generally applicab
to measuring anisotropies of soft material’s susceptibiliti
where growing and maintaining large single crystals may
difficult. By relating the molecular magnetic anisotropy
that of the lattice, the details of the rotational orientation
distribution with respect to the lattice in various rotat
phases can be studied.
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